
INTERACTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS OF IIIT NUZVID WITH STUDENTS OF S.R.R 

HIGH SCHOOL,NUZVID 

 

IIIT Nuzvid: Education is the key to unlock the door of ignorance. Education is not 

feeling the degree but to aim high, set goals and achieve them. Some people have 

their goals but they don't know how to choose a right path. A student team from 

IIIT Nuzvid observed that difficulty among their friends and they decided to bring 

awareness among their next generations. So, the students of RGU-IIIT, Nuzvid 

from Civil Engineering department ,the team CGSDC (Career guidance and Skill 

Development Cell) along with their Head of The Department K.H Shemeera and 

few other faculty members had been to S.R.R High School with the support of the 

Director of the institute, Dr. D. Surya Chandra Rao.  The Head master of the school, 

E.Madan kumar and teaching staff embraced team CG&SDC and received them 

for  "One day Awareness programme" for 9th class students. 

           Predominantly, R.Tejaswy and Y.Yamini keerthi addressed the students 

regarding the prominence of education especially 10th class and their college and 

then Anil and Shiva Mohan elucidated the accessible opportunities after 10th 

class, such as Intermediate, Degree, Engineering , Masters,  Charted Accounts (C.A) 

etc,. And further demonstrated the Job opportunities related to several 

qualifications. Later, the minds of S.R.R High school gladly responded and 

proposed a few doubts about their triumph. 

           In the process of awareness ,Team CG&SDC recognised a young talent, 

Jayakumar, a student of 9th class who created a drone and appreciated him 

offering their support and guidance towards his future. 

         By the end of interaction, They presumed that the high school students are 

high spirited and patriotic due to their zeal toward's Defence and Civil services. So, 

the team described a few ways to get into Defence and illustrated some tips to 

win. 

          As "Health and Education" are 2 vital components in today's life Team from 

Civil Engineering invoked the students towards the Plastic reduction , Plantation , 

Cleanliness. Taking the session ahead, Ganesh, Naveen,Rohini and Keerthana 

unravelled the essence of Waste reduction,  Conservation  of water resources, 

and Harmful diseases etc,. 


